
Photoshop workflow workshop 
There are many, many ways to take your image from a RAW data file to a 
finished image. This is just one way of doing it. You may find it helpful to follow 
the basic artistic principles in thinking about three areas (and in this order):


1. Tone

2. Colour

3. Artistic effects


The workflow consists of the following steps:


1. Open image in Adobe Camera Raw

2. Basic edits

3. Tones

4. Colour

5. Open image in Photoshop as a smart object


6. Basic edits

7. Tones

8. Colour

9. Artistic effects

10. Resizing

11. Sharpening 

1	 Open image in Adobe Camera Raw (ACR)


ACR is essentially very similar to Lightroom. All edits in ACR are non-destructive, and these edits are 
stored in a sidecar file (which is not usually visible in your folder, but moves with the RAW file if you move 
the RAW file elsewhere.


2	 Basic edits


• Is the image straight? Consider using the Straighten tool to cure wonky horizons etc.

• Is the image parallel? Verticals can recede, and this can be corrected with Lens Corrections and/or the 

Transform tool.

• Check the composition. Do you want to crop at the point using the Crop tool?

• What colour profile do you want to use? The RAW image is a data file, NOT an image, and you can tell 

ACR how to interpret the file using the Profile Browser.

• The latest version of Photoshop CC uses artificial intelligence to look at the image in ACR and determine 

the best tonal and colour balance. It isn’t always perfect - it is nearly always a good place to start 
though. So click the Auto button. This will create a family flat, low-contrast image.


3	 Tones

• Your friend for this step is the histogram. You generally at this stage want to ensure that there are no 

burnt-out highlights or under-exposed shadows. ACR will highlight these areas on the image, if there are 
any.  Use Highlights, Shadows, Whites and Blacks. In addition, holding down the Alt key while you 
move sliders will show these areas only.


• Consider using Clarity (which alters the midtones) and Dehaze sliders. Go gently with these!

• Tweak the Contrast slider if necessary.

• Recheck the Highlights, Shadows, Whites and Blacks, because the tonal balance may have moved a 

bit. Keep your eye on the histogram.


4	 Colour


• You may consider breaking the Vibrance and Saturation sliders. Vibrance increases the intensity of the 
more muted colours and leaves the already well-saturated colours alone. Vibrance also prevents skin 
tones from becoming overly saturated and unnatural.


• For individual colours, the HSL Adjustments panel can alter Hue, Saturation and Luminance.




5	 Open image in Photoshop as a Smart Object


• Either set your ACR preferences to always open as a smart object (recommended) or hold down the 
Short key before you click open.


• The principle of Photoshop edition is to never perform any destructive edits. This is always possible.

• It is a good idea to rename the layers that you create, so you can understand them when you open the 

file another day.


6	 Basic edits


• Spot healing and cloning: create a new blank later above your image and use the spot healing brush 
tool, patch tool or clone tool to remove distracting areas. You may want to zoom in to do this more 
effectively.


7	 Tones


• Non-destructive dodge and burn: create new layer, then go to Edit > Fill > 50% grey (uncheck Preserve 
Transparency). Change the blend mode of this layer to Soft Light or Overlay, then use the Dodge and 
Burn tools (or the black and white Brush tools) on a low opacity and with s soft edge to brighten or 
darken areas of the image.. Reduce the Opacity of the layer if you have been a bit heavy-handed.


8	 Colour


• Are there some specific colour enhancements that you now want to make? Select the colour area and 
Using Select > Colour Range and use the eyedropper tool. Increase or decrease the Fuzziness to refine 
the selection, then open an adjustment layer. A mask will automatically be created.


9	 Artistic effects


• Time to let your imagination go wild! Are you happy with the crop/composition now? Want to add a 
vignette?


10 	 Resizing


• Duplicate the image using Image > Duplicate and tick Duplicate Merged Layers Only.

• From now on use the copied layer only (save your original file as a .psd file to preserve your edits).

• Convert this layer to a smart object by R-clicking on the layer and choosing the menu item.

• Check that the colourspace is sRGB or convert using Edit > Convert to Profile.

• Navigate to Image > Image Size and resize to fit 1920x1440 pixels (Leave Resample on automatic).


11	 Sharpening


• This is the last thing you do to an image

• Duplicate the image layer

• On the duplicated layer, navigate to Filter > Other > High Pass and select a radius to capture just the 

edges (typically between 2.5-4 but varies from image to image) and click OK. The blend mode should be 
Hard Light.


• You might want to reduce the opacity of the layer, and mask out some areas such as sky. Zoom in to 
100% to see accurately what is happening. Too much sharpening will alter the tones of the image.


• Save this image as a jpg on maximum quality, and it is ready for your competition!



